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Abstract: The mental health domain poses serious challenges to the validity of existing Natural Language Processing
(NLP) approaches. Scarce and unbalanced data limits models’ reliability and fairness, therefore hampering
real-world application. In this work, we address these challenges by using our recently released Anno-MI
dataset, containing professionally annotated transcriptions in motivational interviewing (MI). To do so, we
inspect the effects of data augmentation on classical machine (CML) and deep learning (DL) approaches for
counselling quality classification. First, we adopt augmentation to balance the target label in order to improve
the classifiers’ reliability. Next, we conduct the bias and fairness analysis by choosing the therapy topic as the
sensitive variable. Finally, we implement a fairness-aware augmentation technique, showing how topic-wise
bias can be mitigated by augmenting the target label with respect to the sensitive variable.Our work is the first
step towards increasing reliability and reducing the bias of classification models, as well as dealing with data
scarcity and imbalance in mental health.

1 INTRODUCTION

Recent advancements in Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP) captured the interest of research commu-
nity in healthcare (Kumar et al., 2020b; Dessı̀ et al.,
2020; Locke et al., 2021; Kumar et al., 2020a), in-
cluding mental health and its subdomains such as de-
pression, anxiety or substance abuse (Le Glaz et al.,
2021). However, real world application of clinical
NLP is hampered by multiple elements such as do-
main complexity, rigorous accuracy and reliability
standards and data scarcity (Ibrahim et al., 2021).
Lastly, recent research highlighted critical concerns
on artificial intelligence (AI) fairness (Chouldechova
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and Roth, 2020; John-Mathews et al., 2022), that is
imperative to address when applying NLP to mental
health.

As the first step towards addressing these issues,
we adopt data augmentation to improve AI relia-
bility and fairness in the context of scarce mental
health data. We leverage our recently released dataset
Anno-MI (Wu et al., 2022), consisting of profession-
ally annotated therapy transcriptions in MI (Miller
and Rollnick, 2012; Rollnick et al., 2008). We model
a classification task, targeting overall therapy quality,
one of Anno-MI most unbalanced labels, using each
therapist’s utterance as input data. In the fairness con-
text, we inspect therapy topics, e.g., “smoking ces-
sation”, “reducing alcohol consumption” or “diabetes
management” as the sensitive variable. We conduct
a quantitative analysis of the effects of data augmen-
tation to balance target and sensitive variables. Our
experimental results show little to no effect on Classi-
cal Machine learning (CML) classifiers, but prove that
Deep Learning (DL) ones benefit from augmented
data, showing consistent improvement in both accu-
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Table 1: The overall distribution of high and low quality therapy utterances.

Dataset Total utterances (no.) High quality(%) Low quality(%)
Anno-MI 2601 91% 9%
Anno-AugMI 5302 45% 55%
Anno-FairMI 9154 50% 50%

Figure 1: Sensitive variable statistics for each dataset. We show topic-wise (a) utterances distribution and (b) average therapy
quality. For brevity, only common topics for each dataset are shown.

racy and reliability. Fairness assessment shows that
more work on augmentation is required to properly
mitigate eventual classification BIAS.

2 MATERIAL AND METHODS

Anno-MI1 (Wu et al., 2022) contains 110 high-quality
and 23 low-quality MI conversational dialogues from
a total of 44 topics e.g.: “smoking cessation”, “dia-
betes management”, “anxiety management” and oth-
ers. Therapy quality indicates the therapist’s adher-
ence to “general counseling principles taken from
the literature on client-centered counseling” (Pérez-
Rosas et al., 2019). Therapy quality distribution
in Anno-MI is heavily skewed towards high-quality
(HQ-MI) utterances. This is because the conversa-
tions that constitute the dataset belong to MI training
videos, which rarely showcase low-quality (LQ-MI)

1Data available at https://github.com/uccollab/AnnoMI

counseling scenarios. We employ data augmentation
to overcome these issues.

We leverage NL-Augmenter2 (Dhole et al., 2021)
to develop a 11-step augmentation pipeline, each one
taking one utterance as input. Therefore, for each
given utterance, we obtain n ≥ 11 augmentations (due
to certain augmenters potentially producing multiple
alternatives for the same utterance). The adopted aug-
mentation techniques include noising, paraphrasing
and sampling (Li et al., 2022). Since our augmen-
tation process is unsupervised, we avoid using tech-
niques that could lead to semantic changes with re-
spect to the original utterance. With this setup, we
generate two augmented versions of Anno-MI, target-
ing classifier reliability and fairness, respectively.

2Code available at https://github.com/GEM-benchmark/
NL-Augmenter
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2.1 Problem Statement

We model a binary classification task to detect
therapy quality from a single therapist utterance.
We assign each therapist utterance, to the corre-
sponding conversation quality, in order to formulate
the positive and negative examples for our task.
Indeed, assessing the quality of MI sessions can
boost therapist training and skills assessment, as
confirmed from the existing related work on empathy
modelling (Xiao et al., 2012; Gibson et al., 2015;
Gibson et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2020), automatic
coding of therapeutic utterances (Atkins et al., 2014;
Xiao et al., 2016; Cao et al., 2019) and session-level
therapist performance (Flemotomos et al., 2022).
Given the previously mentioned quality skewness,
the target variable represents the first potential source
of classification unreliability. In this context, we
introduce Anno-AugMI, consisting of all the therapist
utterances from Anno-MI, augmented in order to
balance quality proportion. Anno-AugMI creation
proceeds in a topic-agnostic fashion, with the goal
of obtaining a roughly balanced amount of HQ-MI
and LQ-MI utterances across the entire dataset. Since
therapy quality is the target of our classifiers, we
call this procedure target-aware augmentation. No
check is in place with regards to which utterances are
augmented, meaning that target-aware augmentation
merely iterates over the dataset and augments every
low-quality utterance until the target label is balanced.

To assess classification fairness, it is necessary
to identify the sensitive variable and field-test it
with the employed classifiers. We choose the ther-
apy topic (MI-topic) as our sensitive variable, as
inter-topic fairness guarantees stable performances
across a wide range of therapy goals, and because
therapy quality in Anno-MI is also unbalanced at
topic-level (as shown in Figure 1). To address fair-
ness, we introduce Anno-FairMI, consisting of all
the therapist utterances from Anno-MI, augmented
to balance therapy quality proportion with respect
to MI-topic. Anno-FairMI creation proceeds in
a topic-aware fashion, with the goal of having the
same amount of HQ-MI and LQ-MI utterances for each
MI-topic. Since MI-topic is the sensitive variable
of our classifier, we call this procedure fairness-aware
augmentation. This last procedure introduces the ne-
cessity to cut out those MI-topic which have no low-
quality example since augmentation would have been
impossible. As a result, Anno-MI and Anno-AugMI
share all the 44 topics (134 conversations), while
Anno-FairMI keeps only 9 topics (55 conversations),
resulting in a much lower pre-augmentation data size.

The comparative distribution of topic-wise utterances,
and average therapy quality per topic is shown in Fig-
ure 1. The overall distribution of labels in Anno-MI,
Anno-AugMI and Anno-FairMI is shown in Table 1.

3 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We design a series of experiments, where each exper-
iment’s input is based on the output of the preceding
ones. The experimental setup is as follows:

• Therapist utterances quality classification of
Anno-MI.

• Augmentation of Anno-MI to balance therapy
quality.

• Therapist utterances quality classification of
Anno-AugMI.

• Fairness assessment of Anno-AugMI.

• Augmentation of Anno-MI based on MI-topic.

• Therapist utterances quality classification of
Anno-FairMI.

• Fairness assessment and BIAS mitigation of
Anno-FairMI.

We use Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Ran-
dom Forest (RF) as CML classifiers,and a Bidirec-
tional Long Short Term Memory (Bi-LSTM) with
Word2Vec pre-trained word embedding for the em-
bedding layer. We use balanced accuracy and F-1
score as performance evaluation metrics for classi-
fiers. We use one universal test set for all the experi-
ments, created by extracting 400 high quality and 100
low quality utterances from Anno-MI. The rest of the
data is considered as training set and constitutes the
basis for the augmentation.

To assess the fairness and mitigate eventual BIAS
of our classifiers we use Microsoft FairLearn3 (Bird
et al., 2020) and inspect Selection Rate (SR), False
Negative Rate (FNR) and Balanced Accuracy (BA)
as evaluation metrics. Where applicable, we adopt
“Threshold Optimization” with BA as the target and
False Negative Parity as the fairness constraint. Since
Anno-MI and Anno-AugMI contain multiple topics
that lack LQ-MI utterances, it is not possible to split
training, test and validation data so that each partition
contains both therapy quality classes. The presence
of degenerate labels prevents BIAS mitigation, so for
these datasets we only evaluate the initial metrics val-
ues.

The classification results of CML and DL ap-
proaches for each of the three datasets are summed up

3Code available at https://github.com/fairlearn/fairlearn
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Table 2: Performance of CML and DL approaches with Anno-MI, Anno-AugMI, Anno-FairMI. For each dataset we report
Balanced Accuracy and F1 score calculated with regards to MI quality.

SVM Random Forest Bi-LSTM (DNN)
Dataset Bal.Acc. F-1 Bal.Acc. F-1 Bal.Acc. F-1
Anno-MI 50.00 44.44 50.75 46.34 50.00 44.44
Anno-AugMI 48.87 38.12 50.37 45.78 73.12 71.85
Anno-FairMI 53.87 48.15 51.00 50.99 64.13 59.50

Figure 2: Confusion matrix for the Bi-LSTM trained on each dataset. For Anno-FairMI we provide pre and post-mitigation
matrix.

in Table 2. The obtained results are indicative of con-
sistent low performance of the CML with Anno-MI.
Our augmentation techniques are quite simple so they
do not add prominent features to Anno-MI, which can
be very helpful in distinguishing classes with bag-of-
words representation. This explains the minor perfor-
mance improvement of the CML algorithms. Since
both SVM and RF did not benefit from data augmen-
tation and are comparable to random classifiers, we
do not go any further with their analysis. On the
other hand, Bi-LSTM model shows significant per-
formance enhancement of 23-14% for Anno-AugMI
and Anno-FairMI respectively over Anno-MI. Further
considerations can be drawn by looking at the confu-
sion matrix in Figure 2. The initial model, trained
on Anno-MI, suffers from the skewed therapy quality
distribution and is unable to recognise LQ-MI utter-
ances. This problem also reflects on HQ-MI, with no
false positives at all. With target-aware augmenta-
tion on Anno-AugMI we see more promising results
with about 40% of false positives and 14% of false

negatives. Finally, with fairness-aware augmenta-
tion on Anno-FairMI we see pretty much no change
in LQ-MI classification, but a considerable drop with
HQ-MI, with about 30% false negatives. This can
be motivated by the reduced amount of topics in
Anno-FairMI, making the Bi-LSTM suffer from the
unseen ones in test set. In both cases, data aug-
mentation led to an accuracy improvement, which
makes our approach promising for future develop-
ments (Rice and Harris, 2005).

Fairness metrics values for each dataset are
showed in Figure 3. SR and FNR are apparently
ideal for Anno-MI, but this is purely related to the low
BA value. Anno-AugMI shows more unbalanced val-
ues for SR and FNR, but higher BA than Anno-MI
across pretty much every topic. For Anno-FairMI,
BIAS mitigation can be ran because of the absence
of degenerate labels in training set. Pre-mitigation,
Anno-FairMI shows generally more balanced SR,
lower FNR and higher BA than the other two datasets
for known topics, and little to no effect after mitiga-
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Table 3: The effects of BIAS mitigation on Bi-LSTM trained on Anno-FairMI. For each metric, we report the mean value
calculated with regards to the sensitive variable (therapy topic). “TO” stands for “Threshold Optimisation”.

Dataset Selection Rate False Negative Rate Bal. Acc.
Anno-FairMI 67.29 23.94 75.72
Anno-FairMI + TO 19.60 72.86 21.89

Figure 3: Fairness assessment and BIAS mitigation for Bi-LSTM on each dataset. For brevity, only common topics for each
dataset are shown.

tion. However, moving to unseen topics the overall
Bi-LSTM performances greatly worsened, with com-
promised classification (Figure 2) and fairness met-
rics dropping significantly (Table 3).

4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK

In this work we employed data augmentation to bal-
ance target and sensitive variable on our dataset of MI
transcriptions Anno-MI, resulting in two augmented
datasets, namely Anno-AugMI and Anno-FairMI. We
evaluated our approaches on a classification task,
aimed at recognising therapy quality. Our results
show a promising accuracy increase for DL classifiers
by using augmented datasets, especially Anno-AugMI.
This motivates us to consider other target attributes in
future works, such as client talk type or therapist be-
haviour, also extending to other tasks like forecasting.
The fairness assessment and BIAS mitigation show

that Anno-FairMI is too sensitive to unseen topics,
opening interesting future work on the adoption of
more advanced augmentation techniques. Overall, we
consider target-aware augmentation effective at ad-
dressing the challenges of unbalanced and scarce data
in the mental health domain. Finally, we aim to per-
form human evaluation of the developed classifier, to
sanity check the reliability of the obtained results.
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